Instruction for Parents/Applicants for Completing the E-Permission
Initial Steps:
The leaders will provide what was Page 2 of the old E1 which will have information about the event, costs
and transport arrangements. Parents/applicants will need to provide the participant’s correct name,
Membership Number and correct email address for the parent if applicant is under 18 years old or applicants
email address.
Entering Information into the E-Permission:
Once the leaders enter this information into the Scout
Event system, an automatic email will be sent to the
provided email address so this must be correct. In this
email, will be a link to go to and log in with the unique
code provided.

They will be presented with this sample screen.
This screen has four tabs across the top which will have
orange dots till they are filled in. Once filled in correctly
they will change to green ticks. The final step, “Consent”
cannot be completed till all the other tabs have green
ticks. Fields with “*” are required and must have the
correct information in them. Any tabs with a red triangle
mean required information is missing. The green
buttons at the bottom will save only or save and open
the next tab.
Note the format for date of birth must be in the form
of YYYY-MM-DD.

Here is an example of a form with correct information
(green ticks), one with missing information (red triangle)
and the other tabs still needing to be filled in.
If the applicant is 18 years old or older, the Activity
Permissions will not be required and the page/tab
missing altogether.
This information as well as all other information,
particularly medical, can be updated up to 48 hours
before the event at which time the form will be locked.
Any changes needed must be notified directly with the
Region Office or event co-ordinator.

This is the Consent page/tab which cannot be
completed yet due to missing information in the
other page.

Once all the information has been correctly entered
in and saved, the Consent page will show where you
type your name (first and surname fields) as well as
a graphic block for you to draw a signature using a
mouse of finger (for touch screen devices). There is
also a couple of tick boxes to indicate your agreeing
to the E-Permission conditions and medical
authority. Click those links to see more information.
Once done, click the “Save Form and Finalise”
button to complete the E-Permission.

Once this is done the E-Permission tabs/pages will
have green locks on them, your graphic signature,
name and date ‘signed’ appearing.
At the bottom, you have a button to download a copy
of the E-Permission as well as a button to unlock it in
case you need to update anything such as medical
information. You can do this up to 48 hours before
the event. After this you will need to contact the
GWS Region office or Event Co-ordinator.
You should then receive another email which will
include the E-Permission form for your information.
Remember to give the leaders the correct money, before the due date.

Here is an example of what the EPermission form might look like if
downloaded and/or printed.

This is not required to be sent into the
Region Office.

